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Karl Marx said: “The first battlefield is the re-writing of history.”  This is an age when, very rapidly, 

the truth about the past is being “revised” by Marxists, liberals and others, and unless this wicked 

revisionism is resisted, people will be thoroughly indoctrinated with lies and myths presented as “truth”.  

Already vast damage has been done, and even many who lived through more recent historical events 

have been so well indoctrinated, and conditioned to think along the “party” line, that they actually 

believe the lies and myths they have been fed.  Very few people think critically anymore.  They do not 

even know how to do so.  They simply swallow whatever they are told by their Red, almost-Red, and 

religious-Red heroes and masters. 

The purpose of these articles is to counter the deliberate re-writing of history with those stubborn things 

called facts, and that wonderful thing called truth.  “Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil” 

(Isaiah 5:20). 

 

 

Introduction 
 

  George Orwell (real name Eric Blair), an Englishman, was born in 1903 and died in 1950.   Animal 

Farm was first published in 1945, the year that World War Two ended.  His reason for writing it was as 

follows: “Every line of serious work that I have written since 1936 has been written, directly or 

indirectly, against totalitarianism... Animal Farm was the first book in which I tried, with full 

consciousness of what I was doing, to fuse political purpose and artistic purpose into one whole.”  He 

said the book reflected events leading up to the Russian Communist Revolution of 1917, as well as 

events of the Stalinist period.   Although he was a Socialist he hated totalitarianism and Communism 

and used the book to expose these things.  Animal Farm, therefore, is an exposé of Communism, and a 

brilliant one at that, and it has enabled every generation since it was written to see what Communism is 

really all about, in a very simple, very readable manner. 

  C.M. Woodhouse, in his introduction to the book, gives an outline of what it is about: “It tells how the 

animals captured the Manor Farm from its drunken incompetent farmer; how they changed its name to 

Animal Farm and established it as a model community in which all animals were equal; how two pigs, 

Napoleon and Snowball, gained control of the revolution and fought each other for the mastery; how the 

neighbouring humans reacted and counter-attacked and were beaten off; how Napoleon ousted 

Snowball and declared him a traitor; how economic necessity compelled the animals to compromise 

with the human system; how Napoleon negotiated an alliance with the human enemy and exploited it to 

establish his personal dictatorship; how the farm learned that ‘some animals are more equal than others’ 

and their last state was as bad as their first; and how the ruling pigs became daily more and more 

indistinguishable from their human neighbours.”1 

  We could re-write the above paragraph as follows: the book tells how Communist revolutionaries 

captured a non-Communist country from its incompetent government; how they changed the country’s 
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name and claimed to establish it as a model community in which all the citizens were equal; how two of 

the Communist leaders gained control of the Red revolution and fought each other for the mastery; how 

the neighbouring, non-Communist countries reacted and counter-attacked and were beaten off; how one 

of the two leaders ousted the other and declared him a traitor; how economic necessity compelled the 

people of the Communist country to compromise with the Capitalist system; how the leader negotiated 

an alliance with the Capitalist, anti-Communist enemy and exploited it to establish his personal 

dictatorship; how the masses learned that ‘some people are more equal than others’ in a Communist 

dictatorship and their last state was as bad as their first; and how the ruling Communist elite became 

daily more and more indistinguishable from the super-Capitalists they professed to hate. 

 

  Orwell, of course, had the Russian Revolution and the later Stalinist Soviet Union in mind when he 

wrote the book.  But it so well describes the Communist revolution in South Africa!  Prior to 1994, 

South Africa was a conservative, anti-Communist country.  But after decades of waging a relentless 

Communist/terrorist campaign against the State, and under huge international pressure, the revolution 

was eventually successful, and in 1994 a tripartite alliance, consisting of the African National Congress 

(ANC), the South African Communist Party (SACP), and COSATU (the Congress of South African 

Trade Unions), came to power, led by Nelson Mandela.  Although calling it a “tripartite alliance” gives 

the impression that all three parties were separate but equal, the truth is that the leadership and 

membership of all three overlapped, and the ANC was put forward as the leading party of the three.  But 

the ANC itself came under huge Communist domination.  The revolution in South Africa was, truly, a 

Marxist revolution.2 

  Not every single aspect of Animal Farm fits perfectly with the South African revolution and its 

aftermath, of course; there were, and are, differences between this revolution and all those that went 

before it, and this is to be expected, as each country is different.  But even so, there are so many 

similarities, and they parallel those of the Russian Revolution in so many respects, as will become 

blatantly evident to the reader of the present work.  And this is because Communism is the same 

everywhere it is found. 

 

  The parallels between Animal Farm and South Africa are so very obvious, that in 2014 they were even 

noted by no less a person that Thuli Madonsela, South Africa’s public protector.  As a “human rights” 

lawyer and one who was involved in assisting with the drafting of the ultra-leftist constitution of SA in 

the mid-1990s, she could not be called a conservative.  But she is a woman of principle, and as public 

protector she had to investigate allegations against President Jacob Zuma, SA’s third president since the 

Communist revolution succeeded in the country, concerning the public funding of the construction of 

his massive homestead; and her report, after many months of careful investigation, was damning indeed.  

Not long after the report was published, she gave a talk to university students – and she compared SA 

under Zuma’s presidency to Animal Farm in no uncertain terms.  This is what she said:3 

 “George Orwell tells us about a community, pretty much like ours [note that: “pretty much like ours”], 

but it’s a community of animals.  These animals were enslaved by humans, and the humans made those 

animals work very hard.... one day the animals revolted and kicked the humans out of the farm.  When 

the animals then decided to govern their own farm, they created rules for themselves.  These rules 

included all animals are equal.... It was going to be each according to their ability, and each according to 

their needs [the classic Communist slogan].  After a little while everyone was happy.  The humans were 

gone. 

  “The animals that liberated most of the other animals were the pigs.  After a period of time, that pigs 

started to feel that we liberated you, we deserve better, and after time the pigs started to eat more than 

the others....  And the rules started changing, imperceptibly overnight.... It used to say all animals are 

equal, then suddenly, it said some are more equal than others.” 

  Although she was only drawing a parallel between Animal Farm and the period of Jacob Zuma’s 

presidency, and was not directly referring to the entire period of ANC governance from the time of 

Mandela onwards – even though in truth, as shall be seen, the parallels fit the entire period of ANC 

misrule – nevertheless it was immensely significant that she could at least see as much as she did.  In the 
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words of one journalist who reported on her talk: “As she told her story, the jam-packed Senate Hall – 

students crowding the aisles, hanging on every word – went deathly quiet.  Everyone understood exactly 

what she was saying – and that there was no other way she could say it.”  And: “The Animal Farm 

reference was devastatingly applicable to South Africa’s current polity, with liberators-turned-tyrants, 

and Comrade Napoleon, chief of the pigs [by whom he meant President Jacob Zuma], with his snout 

firmly in the trough.  As for the rest of us – well, we’re the other animals, wondering what happened to 

our glorious liberation.”4  There of course lies the problem for liberals: they turn a blind eye to the 

brutal reality that it was not a “liberation”, but a Marxist revolution, and there was nothing glorious 

about it.  But again – the significance lies in the fact that even thinking leftists were, by 2014, beginning 

to see the parallels with Animal Farm, even if they could not see them before – or did not want to.   

 

  Two closing remarks for this Introduction: first, although quotations are given from Animal Farm and 

then their application to the South African situation is demonstrated, the entire book is not reproduced 

here.  If the reader has never read it, he should!  If he remembers reading it long ago, he should obtain a 

copy and read it again.  It will be time well spent. 

  And second: this article is entitled The Story of an African Animal Farm, which intentionally combines 

the titles of two books: Orwell’s Animal Farm, naturally, but also The Story of an African Farm, by 

Olive Schreiner.  But let me be very clear that the title of this article, although a deliberate “play on 

titles”, is not in any way an endorsement of Schreiner’s book, which is sadly considered by many to be a 

South African classic.  Her book contains attacks on the true God, the Lord Jesus Christ, biblical 

Christianity, and the Gospel of Christ, in all kinds of ways, and promotes ideologies abhorrent to true 

Christians.  This article’s title gives a cursory nod to Schreiner’s title, for three reasons.  First, because 

Orwell’s Animal Farm is a story with a powerful lesson, and this article is the application of that story 

to South Africa – South Africa truly is Animal Farm in an African context.  Second, because The Story 

of an African Farm is a title well known to South African readers and many others around the world.  

And, Third,  because Olive Schreiner was a Victorian radical, an anti-Imperialist activist, a feminist, a 

woman who attacked true biblical Christianity, and who campaigned through her writings for some of 

the very issues so beloved of Communist revolutionaries of a later period.  

   

The Characters: 
 

  Mr Jones: in the South African version, Mr Jones the Farmer is the non-Communist; the Capitalist; 

and no one can deny that Capitalists are often corrupt and greedy.  In the South African version, where 

both class and race were exploited by the revolutionaries, he represents the previous white, non-

Communist, National Party government leaders, some of whom had grown fat and corrupt.  He also 

more broadly represents white South Africans in general, the vast majority of whom were anti-

Communist, though not fat and corrupt.  Communists exploited some real grievances which the black 

masses had, and exaggerated these to make white South Africans in general, and the National Party 

government in particular, look worse than they actually were. 

  Old Major: this old boar represents the earlier generation of Communist thinkers in South Africa, who 

did not necessarily live to see the revolution occur.  

  Snowball and Napoleon: these two pigs, the leaders of the revolution, represent men such as Nelson 

Mandela, Govan Mbeki, Oliver Tambo, Walter Sisulu, etc., the older generation of the revolution; but 

also the slightly younger, second generation leaders: men such as Thabo Mbeki and Jacob Zuma. 

  Squealer: this pig is the clever spokesman of the revolutionaries, who could persuade everyone that all 

was well even when it was not, with his clever Communist doublespeak. 

  The animals: all the animals on the farm represent the disillusioned, restless, unhappy black masses, 

who were promised the world by the pigs, but who in the end are worse off than ever they were under 

Jones’ leadership. 

   Moses: this pet raven represents preachers, church ministers, but uniquely he represents certain 

ministers before the revolution, and certain ministers after it; and this shall become clear in its proper 

place. 
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  Boxer and Clover: the big, stupid cart-horses, totally devoted to the pig-leaders, represent the “useful 

idiots” of the cause, blindly carrying out the leaders’ orders even though they do not properly 

understand them. 

 

The Story: 
 

  “Is it not crystal clear, then, comrades, that all the evils of this life of ours spring from the tyranny of 

human beings?  Only get rid of Man, and the produce of our labour would be our own.  Almost 

overnight we could become rich and free.  What then must we do?  Why, work night and day, body and 

soul, for the overthrow of the human race!  That is my message to you, comrades: Rebellion!” – speech 

by Old Major to all the farm animals. 

  Man represents the Capitalist system.  But in the South African version of Animal Farm, he also 

represents white South Africans in general, and the previous conservative, anti-Communist white 

government in particular.  The animals represent the masses, stirred up by clever speeches in which both 

the real and perceived problems of their existence are constantly put before their eyes, so as to galvanise 

them to rebel; to begin the Communist revolution.  In South Africa, where the Reds made much use of 

the racial inequalities that were present in society, the “oppressed masses” came to be identified almost 

exclusively with blacks, and the “oppressors” with whites.  It is true that there were real injustices 

committed, as indeed there are in any society; but other supposed “injustices” were simply invented, for 

to lie has always served the Communist cause well. 

  As for Old Major’s statement that if the animals could get rid of Man, they would become rich and free 

almost overnight, this was a major part of the revolutionaries’ carrot-on-a-stick tactic in South Africa.  

Black people were told that once the revolution had been successful, they would all become rich and 

free almost overnight.  There were instances of black domestic workers even telling their white 

employers that after the revolution they would be given their employers’ houses and cars.  Amazing 

promises were made, which the revolutionary leaders well knew could never actually be fulfilled.   

 

  “And among us animals let there be perfect unity, perfect comradeship in the struggle.  All men are 

enemies.  All animals are comrades.” – speech by Old Major. 

  Note the use of the word, “struggle”: a favourite word of the Marxists.  In South Africa they have 

always referred to their bloody terrorist revolution as “the struggle”; so much so, that indoctrinated non-

Communist whites, after the revolution was successful, began to use it themselves instead of calling it 

what it truly was; just as they followed the Reds in referring to terrorists as “freedom fighters”.  Such is 

the power of a propaganda campaign waged relentlessly over many years. 

  “All whites are enemies.  All blacks are comrades.”  This has certainly been the refrain of the 

ANC/SACP revolutionaries in South Africa.  Yes, there have always been a scattering of whites within 

their membership; but the white nations within South Africa’s borders are, as a whole, viewed as the 

enemy.  And this was not just the case in the years of the revolution itself, but even afterwards: so many 

years after the ANC came to power, its leaders still regularly refer to the whites as the enemy out of one 

side of their mouth, while out of the other they give lip service to the concept of South Africa being 

“one nation”, a non-racial utopia.  Every now and then some top-ranking ANC leader bursts into a song 

from the revolution’s days, singing such things as “Kill the Boer [Afrikaner]”; or they will speak of 

“our people” as meaning blacks only, and then refer to white South Africans as “the oppressors of our 

people” – years and years after the ANC became the government and deceptively claimed to be creating 

a non-racial society of equals.  As far as they are concerned, no matter how many years pass, white 

South Africans are the enemy. 

 

  “I merely repeat, remember always your duty of enmity towards Man and all his ways.  Whatever goes 

upon two legs is an enemy.  Whatever goes upon four legs, or has wings, is a friend.” – speech by Old 

Major. 

  To the black Marxists of the ANC the white government, and everything which whites built or did in 

the country to make it the most successful country in Africa and one of the greatest in the world, as well 
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as every white anti-Communist in general, was declared to be “the enemy”.  And a brutal 

Communist/terrorist war was waged against the white population.  The past itself – which is what it is 

and cannot be undone – has been declared to be a part of “the enemy”, as is shown by the opening 

words of the 1996 constitution of South Africa, which became the supreme law of the land under the 

ANC government: “We, the people of South Africa, recognise the injustices of our past; honour those 

who suffered for justice and freedom in our land”.   

  Stripped down to its most basic element, the ANC’s philosophy, at least that which it fed to the black 

masses to stir them up to support the revolution, was: “Whites evil, blacks good.”   A simple, racist 

formula, which continues to be applied every single day in South Africa in a thousand and one ways.  

Whatever goes upon two legs is an enemy.  Whatever goes upon four legs is a friend. 

 

  “I will sing you that song now, comrades.  I am old and my voice is hoarse, but when I have taught you 

the tune, you can sing it better for yourselves.  It is called Beasts of England.... The singing of this song 

threw the animals into the wildest excitement.  Almost before Major had reached the end, they had 

begun singing it for themselves.  Even the stupidest of them had already picked up the tune and a few of 

the words, and as for the clever ones, such as the pigs and dogs, they had the entire song by heart 

within a few minutes.... The cows lowed it, the dogs whined it, the sheep bleated it, the horses whinnied 

it, the ducks quacked it.”  

  The Red revolution in Russia had its anthem, and so did the Red revolution in South Africa.  It was 

called Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika.  Although originally composed as a hymn, it was adopted as a “liberation 

anthem” by various African terrorist organisations, and later became the national anthem of a number of 

African countries once the terrorists took power.  It was the anthem of the ANC during its armed 

revolution against the South African State, and was used to fire up the masses with fanatical enthusiasm; 

and once the “comrades” came to power in South Africa they made it the country’s national anthem 

(with modifications).  And now the country’s people sing this pan-African anthem, so beloved by 

African Marxists, as their own – even those former conservative anti-Communist whites and others who 

fought to prevent the Communist takeover.  They ignorantly sing it, many of them foolishly thinking 

they are worshipping God in so doing because it is called a “hymn”!  A huge propaganda boost for the 

revolutionaries, and a true sign of just how indoctrinated and sheep-like the population had become by 

the time it was adopted. 

  After the ANC came to power in 1994, there was something pathetically sad about seeing big, burly 

white rugby players mumbling and mouthing the few words they knew of the Communist anthem at 

their matches, even while their own national anthem, and indeed their entire history and achievements, 

were being demonised by the newly-ensconced Marxist government.  Truly these whites were sheep, 

stupidly bleating snatches of a song they neither knew nor felt any attachment to.  They, or their parents, 

had once sung the old national anthem with enthusiasm and true patriotism; but now they half-heartedly 

lisped through the song once sung by men who they only ever faced before from behind the barrel of a 

gun in the defence of their country – and rightly so.  What a farce to now sing it. 

  But there is also another way in which to interpret this aspect of Animal Farm in its South African 

context: that Beasts of England not only refers to the ANC’s anthem, but also to every revolutionary 

song; every song sung by the revolutionaries both during and after the revolution.  These include songs 

(often more like chants or slogans put to a basic tune) such as “Kill the Boer”, still sung with much 

fervour at ANC gatherings even though many years have gone by since the ANC came to power and 

claimed that all blacks and whites were now equal – a song that caused young firebrands to go out and 

murder whites in general and white farmers in particular; or “Bring Me My Machine Gun”, a song dear 

to the heart of Jacob Zuma, South Africa’s third president since the ANC took power, being a reference 

to the years of the revolution.  In a deceptively “democratic” South Africa, these songs are sung as 

taunts in the faces of white South Africans, constantly stirring up racial hatred and proving what utter 

liars the ANC leaders are, whenever they claim they are trying to build “a free, democratic, peaceful 

South Africa, where all races are equal.” 

 

  “As he had said, his voice was hoarse, but he sang well enough, and it was a stirring tune, something 
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between Clementine and La Cucaracha.” 

  Although Old Major put this song forward before the revolution occurred, it provides some grim 

amusement to compare what Orwell wrote here with what Nelson Mandela, the ANC’s leader and South 

Africa’s first ANC president, did to the country’s national anthem when he came to power.  To make 

himself appear as the Great Reconciler, he commanded that in creating a new national anthem for the 

country, two anthems were to be somehow melded together: the ANC’s Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika, and the 

old South African national anthem, Die Stem van Suid Afrika (The Call of South Africa) – beloved of 

white South Africans.  And it was done: although these two songs are extremely different in melody, 

rhythm and words, they were clumsily (it could not be otherwise) strung together, under the name – of 

course – of Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika.  It was the union of chalk and cheese, an attempt to make white South 

Africans think they were important to the ANC as well.  Sadly, most were fooled.  How long this 

clumsy coupling will endure is impossible to say, but at some point, in all likelihood, the part taken 

from Die Stem will be dropped.   

 

  “During the next three months there was much secret activity.  Major’s speech had given to the more 

intelligent animals on the farm a completely new outlook on life.  They did not know when the Rebellion 

predicted by Major would take place... but they saw clearly that it was their duty to prepare for it.  The 

work of teaching and organising the others fell naturally upon the pigs, who were generally recognised 

as being the cleverest of the animals.  Pre-eminent among the pigs were two young boars named 

Snowball and Napoleon.”  

  Here we see a description of the ANC’s underground terrorist campaign against the State, with the 

holding of secret meetings in preparation for the revolution, etc.  Snowball and Napoleon represent the 

likes of Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu, Govan Mbeki, Oliver Tambo, et al – the top leadership of the 

underground ANC, trying to keep one step ahead of the authorities, secretly stirring, covertly agitating; 

indoctrinating the black population; preparing them for revolution. 

 

  “These three [Snowball, Napoleon and Squealer] had elaborated old Major’s teachings into a 

complete system of thought, to which they gave the name of Animalism.  Several nights a week, after Mr. 

Jones was asleep, they held secret meetings in the barn and expounded the principles of Animalism to 

the others.”  

  Animalism is of course Communism.  But in South Africa, as in the rest of Africa, Communism was 

given a decidedly Africanist slant, being a hybrid of black African nationalism and Marxism; where in 

addition to the usual Communist argument of class warfare between poor and rich, the poor were 

equated with blacks and the rich with whites; so that the revolution (“the struggle” as they called it) was 

put forward not only as a class struggle but a race struggle as well.  And throughout the country over 

many years, clandestinely, these revolutionaries spread their poison, and the underground “anti-

apartheid movement” as it was called (in reality an anti-white, anti-conservative movement, for 

“apartheid” was just the convenient excuse they needed) increased in momentum. 

 

  “Moses [the tame raven], who was Mr. Jones’ especial pet, was a spy and a tale-bearer, but he was 

also a clever talker.  He claimed to know of the existence of a mysterious country called Sugarcandy 

Mountain, to which all animals went when they died.  It was situated somewhere up in the sky, a little 

distance beyond the clouds, Moses said.  In Sugarcandy Mountain it was Sunday seven days a week, 

clover was in season all the year round, and lump sugar and linseed cake grew on the hedges.  The 

animals hated Moses because he told tales and did no work, but some of them believed in Sugarcandy 

Mountain, and the pigs had to argue very hard to persuade them that there was no such place.”  

  At this point in the story, Moses represents, firstly, those white preachers during the period of white 

government in South Africa who were committed to using their theology to uphold the National Party 

doctrine of the racial superiority of whites.  Foremost among these were many ministers of the Dutch 

Reformed denomination, to which most National Party politicians belonged.  This was a “Church/State” 

alliance that led to immense harm, and to the proclamation of a false gospel.  In this sense these 

preachers were the “pets” of the government.  They did at times preach to blacks as well, and the black 
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Communists seeking to stir and agitate the black masses to rebellion hated any preaching that was not 

pro-Marxist, and did their best to stamp out its effects in the lives of blacks. 

  Secondly, Moses represents those black preachers who, under the previous white National Party 

government, preached a spiritual rather than a political message.  This inflamed the ANC/Communist 

Party, which wanted all black preachers to preach liberation theology, the radical religious version of 

Communism.  Those preachers who did not do so were marked for elimination as being “counter-

revolutionaries” and “agents of the State”.  Some were very brave men who sought to take a stand 

against politicising the Gospel.  Sadly, however, many of those preachers were in fact preaching a 

watered-down version of the Gospel, which means that although it was a spiritual and not a political 

message, it was also not a truly biblical proclamation of the Gospel.  In this they were not alone: by this 

time in South Africa’s history, as indeed in so much of the world, the true Gospel had been replaced by 

a diluted, Arminian, ecumenical, charismatic message.  These men were not liberation theologians 

preaching a political “gospel” of “liberation” through the barrel of a gun, but they were not sound in the 

Gospel either and were basically ineffective; others were outright charlatans – a fact Communists have 

always exploited to their advantage. 

 

  “Their [the pigs’] most faithful disciples were the two cart-horses, Boxer and Clover.  These two had 

great difficulty in thinking anything out for themselves, but having once accepted the pigs as their 

teachers, they absorbed everything that they were told, and passed it on to the other animals by simple 

arguments.”  

  Boxer and Clover, totally devoted to the leaders of the revolution, represent the “useful idiots” of the 

cause, devotedly carrying out the leaders’ orders even though they do not properly understand them.  

 

  “Now, as it turned out, the Rebellion was achieved much earlier and more easily than anyone had 

expected.... One of the cows broke in the door of the store-shed with her horn and all the animals began 

to help themselves from the bins.  It was just then that Mr. Jones woke up.  The next moment he and his 

four men were in the store-shed with whips in their hands, lashing out in all directions.... With one 

accord... [the animals] flung themselves upon their tormentors.  Jones and his men suddenly found 

themselves being butted and kicked from all sides.  The situation was quite out of their control.... they 

gave up trying to defend themselves and took to their heels.  A minute later all five of them were in full 

flight ... with the animals pursuing them in triumph.”  

  The South African revolution achieved victory at the time it did, thanks to the capitulation of the 

National Party government, even though the State was still in a position of vastly superior military 

strength.  There was no need for capitulation, and indeed South Africa could have continued to hold out 

against the guerillas.  As the revolutionaries stepped up their violent acts of terrorism, this was naturally 

followed by retaliation from the State, clamping down with all its might to crush the revolution and 

restore law and order.  But this was precisely the kind of reaction which the ANC had deliberately 

provoked, as it could then scream to the world that the military might of the State was being brought to 

bear upon “helpless”, “unarmed” people just wanting “equality” and “freedom”.  The horrific acts of 

terror committed by the revolutionaries were ignored or played down by the leftist media.  The world 

then viewed the South African government as the aggressor, when in truth it was defending the 

country’s population against the violence of the revolutionaries, as is the God-given duty of every 

government to do.  Thus the white government, and white South Africans in general, were under attack 

from all directions, as international sanctions were applied against the country, etc., and South Africa 

was made into the world’s pariah simply for seeking to defend its citizens against Communist terrorism.  

This kind of relentless global pressure began to yield the desired results, as the government slowly 

began to lose control, leading to so-called “negotiations” with the terrorists during which there was one 

capitulation after another on the part of the government, but almost none on the part of the 

revolutionaries.  The revolutionaries were emboldened as they began to smell victory; and in the end the 

government capitulated completely and permitted elections to be held – elections which were massively 

rigged 5 – which brought the revolutionaries to power in 1994.  Thus the revolution succeeded, even 

though the State had all the resources at its command to stop it. 
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  “For the first few minutes the animals could hardly believe in their good fortune... they raced back to 

the farm buildings to wipe out the last traces of Jones’s hated reign.”  

  After the victory came the victory mayhem: “wiping out the last traces of Jones’ hated reign.”  Once 

the ANC gained its victory in the fraudulent 1994 election, it was time to destroy what the whites had 

built up, and to transform South Africa, once the most prosperous country in Africa, into a Marxist 

“paradise”, obliterating whatever they could of its previous history: statues of white heroes were 

removed, place names were changed to obliterate white history and achievements, and all kinds of other 

changes occurred. 

 

  “The harness-room at the end of the stables was broken open; the bits, the nose-rings, the dog-chains, 

the cruel knives with which Mr. Jones had been used to castrate the pigs and lambs, were all flung down 

the well.  The reins, the halters, the blinkers, the degrading nosebags, were thrown onto the rubbish fire 

which was burning in the yard.  So were the whips.” 

  When the ANC came to power, it followed the new-style Communist tactic of proclaiming that South 

Africa would pursue a “human rights” culture; and therefore the death penalty was abolished, all real or 

perceived forms of “oppression” were supposedly removed, it became far more difficult for ordinary 

citizens to obtain firearm licences for self-defence, watchdog institutions were established to ensure that 

the police force would act in a “responsible manner” towards all citizens, etc., etc.  Of course, this is all 

pie-in-the-sky nonsense: in such a “human rights” culture, criminals ended up with more “rights” than 

law-abiding citizens; without the death penalty as a deterrent, crime soared to become the highest in the 

world; without ordinary citizens being permitted firearms for self-defence to the extent they were 

before, criminals were given carte blanche to turn the lives of ordinary people into fear-filled 

nightmares, hiding behind the bars of their homes and unable to defend themselves, and thereby proving 

the maxim that “when guns are outlawed, only the outlaws have guns”; and despite all the commissions 

and supposed checks and balances, with each passing year increasing numbers of police officers acted 

out of control, torturing suspects, dragging them behind vehicles, beating them up in custody, opening 

fire indiscriminately when it was not necessary, etc.   

 

  “Snowball and Napoleon butted the door [of the farmhouse] open with their shoulders and the animals 

entered in single file, walking with the utmost care for fear of disturbing anything.  They tiptoed from 

room to room, afraid to speak above a whisper and gazing with a kind of awe.... A unanimous resolution 

was passed on the spot that the farmhouse should be preserved as a museum.” 

  Immediately the ANC came to power, its leaders began the process of re-writing South Africa’s 

history, with “apartheid” and the “apartheid government” as their scapegoats.  Even as they began to 

indoctrinate the people in a false version of the country’s history, they created the “Apartheid Museum”, 

in which the policy of apartheid was painted in the worst possible colours, the wonderful achievements 

of the country under the government of whites were ignored, and the focus was solely on the real, but 

also the many exaggerated or perceived, evils of the period of apartheid, making it out to be a policy on 

a par with Nazism.  And – of course – the opportunity was taken, as always, to deal a cowardly kick at 

white South Africans. 

 

  “Then Snowball... took a brush between the two knuckles of his trotter, painted out MANOR FARM 

from the top bar of the gate and in its place painted ANIMAL FARM.  This was to be the name of the 

farm from now onwards.”  

  In one Communist country after another, the victorious revolutionaries renamed streets, cities, and 

often even the countries themselves.  In Africa, Rhodesia was renamed Zimbabwe, South West Africa 

was renamed Namibia, and so on.  In South Africa, however, although many streets, towns and cities 

were renamed, the country itself retained its name.  This may be because the name merely refers to its 

geographical locality, and therefore was fairly inoffensive to the revolutionaries.  It is entirely possible, 

however, that the time may yet come when the name will be changed.  Certainly there are many who 

desire to see it changed to “Azania”.  Time will tell. 
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  “...Snowball and Napoleon sent for a ladder which they caused to be set against the end wall of the big 

barn.  They explained that... the pigs had succeeded in reducing the principles of Animalism to Seven 

Commandments.  These Seven Commandments would now be inscribed on the wall; they would form an 

unalterable law by which all the animals on Animal Farm must live for ever after.”  

  The inscribing of the Seven Commandments on the wall so aptly describes South Africa’s constitution, 

hailed by Reds and almost-Reds everywhere as the most “progressive” piece of legislation in the world.  

It became the supreme law of the land under the ANC in 1996, and a great building was erected to 

honour it on what was named “Constitution Hill.”   

  Note the words of the constitution at its very beginning (ch.1, para.2): “This Constitution is the 

supreme law of the Republic; law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid, and the obligations imposed 

by it must be fulfilled.”  How astoundingly like the Seven Commandments of Animalism: “an 

unalterable law by which all the animals on Animal Farm must live for ever after.”  No possible room 

for dissent or objections: a group of people got together and thrashed out this constitution, and suddenly 

laws or conduct which the day before had been perfectly valid became invalid – merely on their say-so!  

Truly, as with Communists everywhere, they (“the elite”) consider themselves to be wiser than all 

others, and above all others.  They alone are the “enlightened ones”, and the general population is there 

just to serve them. 

 

  “No animal shall wear clothes”; and, “No animal shall sleep in a bed.”  

  These are commandments 3 and 4 of the Seven Commandments.  And in these we see the ANC’s 

policy of Africanisation: contemptuously tossing out everything they label as “Eurocentric”, in favour 

of an “Africanisation” of the entire country.   

 

  “No animal shall kill any other animal.”  

  This, the 6th of the Seven Commandments, was adopted by the ANC government and made the law of 

the land when the death penalty was removed!  They argued that even the worst criminals have “the 

right to life.”  This same vile organisation, whose members were perfectly happy to kill innocent people 

during their revolution, by bombings, “necklacings”, etc., now removed the deterrent of the death 

penalty so that guilty criminals could live.  Partly this was because they well knew how many of their 

own supporters were hardened criminals who would begin to fill the prisons. 

 

  “All animals are equal.”  

  This was the last of the Seven Commandments.  And of course, it is a foundational principle of 

Communism universally.  It is very nice-sounding; but it is simply not true in practice, nor could it ever 

be true.  There will always be inequality in the world, some will always have more than others, make 

greater progress than others, etc.  But Communism internationally has sold itself to the masses by this 

principle: equality.   

  The ANC declared that in South Africa, all citizens were now equal.  They declared that the policy of 

apartheid was an unequal policy (and it was), but that their policies were creating an “equal” society.  

But this was simply not true in fact.  Thanks to “affirmative action” policies favouring blacks over all 

others, those who are not black have been reduced to second-class citizens.  This is reverse 

discrimination.  It is a form of apartheid, only this time round the beneficiaries are black.  In this and so 

many other ways, it is demonstrated every day in South Africa that “equality” is a farce.   

 

  “‘What is going to happen to all that milk?’ said someone.  ‘Jones used sometimes to mix some of it in 

our mash,’ said one of the hens.  ‘Never mind the milk, comrades!’ cried Napoleon, placing himself in 

front of the buckets.  ‘That will be attended to.  The harvest is more important.  Comrade Snowball will 

lead the way.  I shall follow in a few minutes.  Forward, comrades!  The hay is waiting.’  So the animals 

trooped down to the hayfield to begin the harvest, and when they came back in the evening it was 

noticed that the milk had disappeared.”  

  The milk, instead of being shared among all the animals, was quietly removed for the benefit of the 
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pigs alone.  Who can fail to see, in this, South Africa’s governmental “gravy train”, whereby the 

country’s vast wealth soon began to disappear into the pockets of the ANC/Communist elite: the 

obscenely greedy, overnight-multi-millionaire black fat cats, who all along had always intended that the 

revolution was not to actually benefit the poor masses, at least not primarily, but to enrich themselves?  

Within a few short years, the ANC leadership mysteriously emerged as immensely wealthy men and 

women, their wealth far exceeding anything ever accumulated by a few greedy politicians before them 

in the previous government; with fleets of vehicles, mansions, backroom contracts, perks such as luxury 

air travel, the best of everything.  As Smuts Ngonyama, the ANC’s spokesman, famously remarked, he 

“hadn’t joined the struggle in order to stay poor.”6 

 

  “The pigs did not actually work, but directed and supervised the others.  With their superior 

knowledge it was natural that they should assume the leadership.”    

  In South Africa the black ruling elite viewed themselves as above the common herd.  As with Marxism 

everywhere else, the leadership used the masses as cannon fodder in the revolution, to project the 

leadership into power.  And once there, they did little work.  In South Africa this was taken to an 

extreme, with lazy, overpaid “comrades” sitting in cushy jobs and cosy armchairs, doing almost 

nothing.  This was their reward for the so-called “struggle”.  

 

  “And every animal down to the humblest worked at turning the hay and gathering it.... All through the 

summer the work of the farm went like clockwork.  The animals were happy as they had never conceived 

it possible to be.”  

  At first, in the euphoria that followed in the wake of the 1994 election, everything seemed to be going 

well: everything worked, everyone seemed happy, the so-called “Rainbow Nation” basking in the after-

the-storm sunshine.  But, as with Animal Farm, this state of things did not last long, as shall be seen. 

 

  “On Sundays there was no work.... and after breakfast there was a ceremony.... First came the hoisting 

of the flag.  Snowball had found in the harness-room an old green tablecloth of Mrs. Jones’s and had 

painted on it a hoof and a horn in white.... The flag was green, Snowball explained, to represent the 

green fields of England, while the hoof and horn signified the future Republic of the Animals which 

would arise when the human race had been finally overthrown.   After the hoisting of the flag all the 

animals trooped into the big barn for a general assembly which was known as the Meeting.  Here... 

resolutions were put forward and debated.... The Meeting always ended with the singing of Beasts of 

England”.   

  In this we have a description of the endless ANC rallies, at which there are lengthy speeches, the 

singing of the anthem, resolutions.  And although they are not compulsory as such, all are strongly 

encouraged to attend; and almost every year some ANC politician bemoans the fact that so few whites 

attend these gatherings, and says that they really should.  It is not inconceivable that in time, attendance 

at these rallies could become compulsory. 

  As for the flag, the “hoof and horn” obviously refer to the “hammer and sickle” of the Communist flag; 

but in South Africa the new rulers were not going to be that obvious.  Communism had learned quite a 

few lessons in subtlety and deception since its early days when Russia and other countries fell to the 

Red revolutionaries.  South Africa’s new flag had no hammer and sickle on it, although of course each 

of its colours had a meaning. 

 

  “Snowball and Napoleon were by far the most active in the debates.  But it was noticed that these two 

were never in agreement: whatever suggestion either of them made, the other could be counted on to 

oppose it.” 

  It never takes long, after any Marxist revolution, for the leaders to start bickering, arguing and fighting 

among themselves.  This is because, no matter what high-sounding ideals Communism puts forward 

about “equality” and all the rest, men are men everywhere, with sinful natures, and high ambitions of 

their own for power and wealth.  Within the top structures of the ruling elite’s system, there is always 

constant infighting and scrambling for the top positions.  South Africa demonstrates this fact on an 
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almost daily basis. 

 

  “Snowball also busied himself with organising the other animals into what he called Animal 

Committees.  He was indefatigable at this.  He formed the Egg Production Committee for the hens, the 

Clean Tails League for the cows, the Wild Comrades’ Re-education Committee (the object of this was to 

tame the rats and rabbits), the Whiter Wool Movement for the sheep, and various others”.  

  Ever since the ANC came to power, South Africa has been burdened with a seemingly endless number 

of committees, commissions, and whatnot.  There seems to be one for everything.  This is typical, 

bloated government bureaucracy in action. 

 

  “On the whole, these projects were a failure.  The attempt to tame the wild creatures, for instance, 

broke down almost immediately.  They continued to behave very much as before, and when treated with 

generosity, simply took advantage of it.”   

  Here we see, as plain as day, the utter inability of the ruling party to rein in the restless youth, or the 

thugs spawned by the revolution.  Violent crime is out of control, with South Africa consistently having 

the highest crime rate in the world outside of a war context, and with the perpetrators being – 

overwhelmingly – black thugs who learned to hate and kill and take whatever they wanted during the 

revolution, and continued ever afterwards to live that way because it was the only life they knew.  The 

ANC, in its mad desire for power, sacrificed entire generations of black youth, who instead of obtaining 

an education were told, “Revolution now, education later!”  And of course, that education never came 

for vast numbers of them.  As for the ANC’s own Youth League, its firebrand leaders have constantly 

spouted dangerous rhetoric, threatening anyone who stands in their way, including at times their own 

leaders in the ruling party.  And many of the latter were, and are, very afraid of the power of the former. 

 

  “The reading and writing classes, however, were a great success.  By the autumn almost every animal 

on the farm was literate in some degree.  As for the pigs, they could already read and write perfectly.  

The dogs learned to read fairly well, but were not interested in reading anything except the Seven 

Commandments.  Muriel, the goat, could read somewhat better than the dogs.... Clover learnt the whole 

alphabet, but could not put words together.  Boxer could not get beyond the letter D.... Mollie refused to 

learn any but the six letters which spelt her own name.... None of the other animals on the farm could 

get further than the letter A.”   

  When the ANC came to power, it made much of its emphasis on basic education for all children; but 

although many became literate to some degree, the success of the basic education drive met with quite 

varying results, with many becoming only barely literate.  And after years of using education as a tool to 

promote its own radical agenda for the country, constantly changing the curriculum, with teachers 

regularly going on strike, the lowering of the pass mark, the diluting of the syllabus so as to make it 

difficult to fail, etc., the results were there for all to see: South Africa under the ANC came to have a 

truly failed education system, where huge numbers of students emerged out of high school every year 

having either failed outright, or having barely scraped by.  South Africa’s education system, once 

among the best in the world, became one of the world’s worst. 

 

  “Snowball declared that the Seven Commandments could in effect be reduced to a single maxim, 

namely: ‘Four legs good, two legs bad.’ This, he said, contained the essential principle of Animalism.”  

  And this, in truth, is the essential principle of racist black Marxism in South Africa: “black people 

good, white people bad.”  This is the bottom line.  This lies at the root of all the ANC’s ideology, and all 

the outworkings of that ideology in the country.  In Orwell’s book, the animals represent Communists, 

the people represent Capitalists.  In the South African version the racial element is added, for in Africa 

Communists have always made use of the issue of race: the animals represent black Communists, and 

the people represent whites.  Thus: “Black people good, white people bad.”  This is the single driving 

force behind ANC envy (for the ANC deeply envies the achievements of white South Africans, and 

because it envies them, it hates them).  And this is the message which it drums into the heads of its 

black followers, in a thousand and one subtle and not-so-subtle ways: white people are the source of all 
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evil in the country, and black people are the innocent victims of white greed, who must now be 

favoured, via affirmative action policies, black economic empowerment policies, so-called “land 

restitution” policies, etc., at the expense of whites. 

 

  “When they had once got it by heart, the sheep developed a great liking for this maxim, and often as 

they lay in the field they would all start bleating, ‘Four legs good, two legs bad!  Four legs good, two 

legs bad!’ and keep it up for hours on end, never growing tired of it.”  

  The sheep so aptly represent the ANC-supporting masses, ignorantly repeating the mantra that all the 

troubles in South Africa are the result of “apartheid” and the whites.  Uneducated, indoctrinated, 

unthinking, they have swallowed the propaganda fed to them by their leaders for decades.  They do not 

understand the complex issues, they have no grasp of the truth about Communism, no historical context 

to the issues, and no access to the truth even if they wanted it; but at every rally, and in every protest 

march, they chant their racist slogans, for this is all they know.  Communists the world over have 

always used the unthinking, uneducated masses; but in South Africa this has truly been elevated to a 

fine art. 

 

  “Napoleon... said that the education of the young was more important than anything that could be 

done for those who were already grown up.... As soon as [the puppies] were weaned, Napoleon took 

them away from their mothers, saying that he would make himself responsible for their education.”   

  Here we have, set out for us in these few words, nothing less than the horrors of Marxist State 

education.  In a word, it is the indoctrination of the young in the ideology of the State.  For in Marxism 

the State is God. The ANC has repeatedly made it clear that it views the education of the young as 

vitally necessary for indoctrinating them in State ideology; and it has succeeded in doing so.  Although 

most young people who leave school are uneducated in the things that really matter, they have, through 

the State’s ideologically-driven education system, been well indoctrinated.  Their understanding of 

history, morality, etc., etc., has been moulded by the State.  They are well versed in immorality via what 

is called “sex education”, in the distorted history of the so-called “struggle”, and in anti-Christian 

ideology.  They are unable to think critically, they cannot even comprehend the possibility that they 

may have been lied to, and they are convinced that everything of the old order was evil, and everything 

since 1994 has been a vast improvement. 

 

 “The mystery of where the milk went to was soon cleared up.  It was mixed every day into the pigs’ 

mash.  The early apples were now ripening.... The animals had assumed as a matter of course that these 

would be shared out equally; one day, however, the order went forth that all the windfalls [of apples] 

were to be collected and brought to the harness-room for the use of the pigs.”  

  It did not take the ANC elite long before they were face-down in the trough, gorging themselves on the 

country’s riches while the masses continued to do without.  The ANC top brass became immensely 

wealthy, living off the fat of the land, with lucrative business deals, the acquisition of farms and other 

properties, and so much more; but the poor black people remained poor, and in fact in many ways things 

actually worsened for them.  Yet always, this vast inequality is blamed on “apartheid”, on 

“colonialism”, on the whites.  Always the refrain is heard, “It’s the legacy of apartheid!”   

 

  “Squealer was sent to make the necessary explanations to the others.  ‘Comrades!’ he cried.  ‘You do 

not imagine, I hope, that we pigs are doing this in a spirit of selfishness and privilege?... Our sole object 

in taking these things is to preserve our health.... Day and night we are watching over your welfare.  It 

is for your sake that we drink that milk and eat those apples.  Do you know what would happen if we 

pigs failed in our duty?  Jones would come back!  Yes, Jones would come back!  Surely, comrades... 

there is no one among you who wants to see Jones come back?’”  

  There is always an explanation forthcoming from the elite.  They can always find a way to justify their 

lavish lifestyles.  And indeed there have been those within the ANC who have unashamedly stated that 

the leading “comrades” deserve the good life, as a reward for all they sacrificed in the past and all they 

are doing for “the people” now.  But when “the people” look around them, they see precious little of what 
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their leaders keep telling them is being done on their behalf.  And then, also, there is that perennial 

favourite bogeyman: apartheid.  No matter how bad things are under the ANC, no matter how much the 

infrastructure collapses or promises are not kept, the leaders always resort to this tired old argument: 

“Things are better now than under apartheid!  And we must do everything in our power to make sure that 

South Africa doesn’t revert back to a white-controlled, conservative system!  That would be disastrous 

for the country!”  In 2013 the deputy president of the ANC, Cyril Ramaphosa, in words eerily 

reminiscent of Squealer’s, told black people that if they did not vote for the ANC, “the Boers [white 

Afrikaners] will come back to control us”.7  Surely, comrades, there is none among you who wants to see 

Jones come back?  And then the public enterprises minister, Malusi Gigaba, said that if people did not 

vote, “the oppressors” (whites) would take over.8  Yes, South Africa under the ANC is almost a mirror 

image of Animal Farm. 

 

  “These two [Snowball and Napoleon] disagreed at every point where disagreement was possible.... 

Each had his own following, and there were some violent debates.”   

  It did not take long for the ANC, once in power, to start splitting into rival factions, each with its own 

favoured leader.  This became very obvious under Thabo Mbeki, the second ANC president of South 

Africa.  Factions formed within the ruling party, one favouring Mbeki and another favouring Jacob 

Zuma; disputes arose between the two, which led in time to severe clashes; and eventually it led to the 

ANC “recalling” Mbeki, followed by the rise to power, and to the presidency of the country, of Jacob 

Zuma.  But it soon become obvious that factionalism was still ripping at the vitals of the ANC under the 

Zuma presidency as well. 

  Then too, as time went on, disputes and disagreements constantly began to occur between the ANC and 

its alliance partners, the South African Communist Party and Cosatu (the trade union umbrella 

movement).  Usually these rifts and clashes were papered over and the alliance held; but even so the rifts 

were still there, they widened, and as the years went by it was clear that they were increasingly pulling in 

different directions.  Each faction has its own agenda.  And all this is very natural, for these are wicked 

men, and they all desire power and an ever-larger slice of the pie. 

 

  “He [Napoleon] was especially successful with the sheep..... It was noticed that [the sheep] were 

especially liable to break into ‘Four legs good, two legs bad’ at crucial moments in Snowball’s 

speeches.”   

  This is seen at ANC rallies and conferences: when a “comrade” takes the podium and he is not one 

favoured by the rowdy delegates, he is booed, heckled, or his speeches are interrupted by chanting and 

the singing of revolutionary songs.  This is something encouraged by certain leaders within the tripartite 

alliance, who make use of the unthinking “sheep” to increase their own support base, for each one wants 

to be top dog.  As the years go by, the ANC becomes a party of rival “Big Men”, each using whatever 

fair or foul means he can to assist his own rise to power, and to squash his opponents. 

 

  “Napoleon produced no schemes [for improvements to the farm] of his own, but said quietly that 

Snowball’s [many schemes] would come to nothing, and seemed to be biding his time.”  

  In the ranks of the ruling party power-hungry – but useless – “comrades” sabotage even the little good 

that is done by others.  This was very evident in the ANC Youth League during the time when Julius 

Malema was the league’s president: it criticised ANC leaders it did not like or with whom it disagreed, 

even going so far as to threaten them at times; and it was very evident that within the ANC itself there 

were those with ambitions of their own who were simply waiting in the wings, biding their time, waiting 

for the most opportune moment to strike and stage a coup.  This was the tactic followed by the Zuma 

faction in its assault on the Mbeki faction, when an internal coup was staged which saw the Zuma faction 

emerge triumphant.  But no sooner was Zuma ensconced in power than the same thing began to occur all 

over again. 
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  “At this there was a terrible baying sound outside, and nine enormous dogs wearing brass-studded 

collars came bounding into the barn.  They dashed straight for Snowball, who only sprang from his place 

just in time to escape their snapping jaws.  In a moment he was out of the door and they were after him.... 

[he] was seen no more.... [the dogs] were the puppies whom Napoleon had taken away from their 

mothers and reared privately.  Though not yet full-grown, they were huge dogs, and as fierce-looking as 

wolves.  They kept close to Napoleon.  It was noticed that they wagged their tails to him...”   

  This was so clearly fulfilled, in the South African context, when the Jacob Zuma faction rounded on 

President Mbeki in 2008, removed him from power, and effectively silenced him.  And the triumphant 

Zuma faction had its “dogs” – the young rabble-rousers such as Julius Malema, Youth League president, 

who bragged openly that he would actually “kill for Zuma”; men so dangerous that many people were 

very afraid of them, even many within the top leadership. 

 

  “[Napoleon] announced that from now on the Sunday-morning Meetings would come to an end.  They 

were unnecessary, he said, and wasted time.  In future all questions relating to the working of the farm 

would be settled by a special committee of pigs, presided over by himself.... there would be no more 

debates.”  

  At first in South Africa, the Red revolution was sold to the masses as “democracy”; the so-called 

“government of the people, by the people, for the people”.  This was a lie, of course, but most believed it, 

and it had that appearance, at least to the uninformed.  “Democracy”, in fact, is the now preferred word of 

Communists the world over, because it sounds not only harmless, but very welcome to the masses.  The 

world was led to believe that Nelson Mandela was a “democrat”, and that the ANC government was a 

“democratic government”.  But as always happens, the real nature of the beast begins to manifest itself as 

time passes.  In South Africa, with each passing year the real intentions of the ANC became more and 

more obvious.  And what were those intentions?  To transform the country into a Marxist-dominated 

dictatorship. Step by step, even what little there was of “democracy” and consensus began to give way to 

increasingly dictatorial tendencies and objectives, under a powerful clique of “pigs”.  Little by little the 

ANC began to show just how opposed it really was to such “democratic” pillars as freedom of religion, 

freedom of speech, freedom of the press, etc.  These freedoms came under attack and began to be eroded, 

bit by bit, by the governing party, showing itself to be hungry for dictatorship, for a country in which no 

dissent would be tolerated from anyone.  This is, after all, the only way dictators can hold onto power, as 

year by year the people see just how corrupt their leaders are, how ineffectual, how incompetent and 

utterly arrogant. 

 

  “Squealer was sent round the farm to explain the new arrangement to the others.  ‘Comrades,’ he said, 

‘I trust that every animal here appreciates the sacrifice that Comrade Napoleon has made in taking this 

extra labour upon himself.... No one believes more firmly than Comrade Napoleon that all animals are 

equal.  He would be only too happy to let you make your decisions for yourselves.  But sometimes you 

might make the wrong decisions, comrades, and then where should we be?’”  

  Here we see typical Communist doublespeak: saying Napoleon believed all animals were equal, even 

while exalting himself above them all and forbidding all dissent.  In Marxist Zimbabwe, President Robert 

Mugabe displays this arrogant attitude to an astounding degree; but South Africa’s ANC presidents are 

doing their best to follow suit.  It is the arrogant attitude of the ANC elite that only they really know what 

is best for the country; that the masses are really too stupid to make decisions for themselves; and that the 

only way for the country to advance is for the all-wise leaders to take all matters into their own hands and 

do as they please. 

  But at the core of it is one thing: to keep themselves in power, enriching themselves, at all costs. 

 

  “‘Bravery is not enough,’ said Squealer.  ‘Loyalty and obedience are more important.... Discipline, 

comrades, iron discipline!  That is the watchword for today.  One false step, and our enemies would be 

upon us.  Surely, comrades, you do not want Jones back?’  Once again this argument was unanswerable.  
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Certainly the animals did not want Jones back”.  

  In South Africa as time passes, loyalty and obedience to the supreme leader (the party and/or the 

president) is required above all else; and the bogeyman of “apartheid” is raised constantly, to frighten the 

people into submission to the new leadership.  Over and over – and over – the ANC leaders harp on and 

on about the “evils” of apartheid, and of today’s “counter-revolutionaries”, “reactionaries”, “right-wing 

dissidents”, etc., who would reinstate apartheid if given half a chance, and against whom everyone must 

“mobilise” constantly.  Thus, by ranting about “apartheid” ad nauseam, the ANC draws attention away 

from its own glaring failures of governance, and focuses on the real and imagined evils of a system long 

dead, and one which in any case was nothing like the monster it is portrayed to be.  But with the passing 

of time hardly anyone remembers anymore.  The indoctrination has been so widespread and so complete. 

 

  “Boxer... voiced the general feeling by saying: ‘If Comrade Napoleon says it, it must be right.’  And 

from then on he adopted the maxim, ‘Napoleon is always right’”.   

  The leader of the party must not be questioned.  The party itself must not be questioned.  He, and it, are 

always right.  He, and it, know what is best for everyone.  This is Communism, and the ANC wants the 

country to accept this lie without question.  Even though it occasionally assumes a more “humble” 

demeanour than old-style Communists of the past, it gives the game away every so often in its 

statements.  For example, in early 2014 President Zuma stated: “The ANC has always been correct in the 

majority of cases.”9 

 

  “The harvest was a little less successful than in the previous year, and two fields which should have 

been sown with roots in the early summer were not sown because the ploughing had not been completed 

early enough.”  “...as the summer wore on, various unforeseen shortages began to make themselves 

felt.”  “In January food fell short.  The corn ration was drastically reduced.... For days at a time the 

animals had nothing to eat but chaff and mangels.  Starvation seemed to stare them in the face.”  

  Horrifyingly, this is beginning to manifest in South Africa.10  As the years pass, everything begins to 

deteriorate; and shortages occur.  The ANC’s ideology and the brutal implementation of it drives skilled 

professionals out of the country; they leave in droves every year.  And South Africa’s white farmers are 

under attack, experiencing the highest murder rate of any group of people anywhere in the world.  They 

are being deliberately driven off their land by power-hungry, greedy men who want all whites to be off 

the land and surviving as second-class citizens in their own country.  And the result?  Food shortages, 

and the very real possibility of famine at some point down the line.  With land expropriation as the 

ANC’s stated policy, more and more farms are being taken out of white hands and given to those termed 

“black emerging farmers”.   But the latter frequently lack the skills necessary to manage First World, 

highly industrialised commercial farms.  Within a couple of years, most of the white-owned farms 

“redistributed” to blacks collapse into ruin.11  This is leading to a terrifying situation where the time will 

come when there simply will not be enough food produced to feed South Africa’s millions. 

 

  “Napoleon announced that he had decided upon a new policy.  From now onwards Animal Farm would 

engage in trade with the neighbouring farms: not, of course, for any commercial purpose, but simply in 

order to obtain certain materials which were urgently necessary.”   “There would be no need for any of 

the animals to come in contact with human beings, which would clearly be most undesirable.  He 

[Napoleon] intended to take the whole burden upon his own shoulders.”  

  Although they spout Communist nonsense for the benefit of the masses, the ANC elite well know that 

outright Communist principles simply do not work, economically.  So they have adopted many economic 

policies which, if not out-and-out Capitalist ones, are not quite as far left as Communist ones either.  And 

they enter into commercial transactions with others which are decidedly pro-Capitalist.  But only the elite 

Communist pigs benefit from these deals.  They become wealthier and wealthier via their lucrative 

business deals, acquisitions, and nepotism.  This is at the root of Fascism. 
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  “It was about this time that the pigs suddenly moved into the farmhouse and took up their residence 

there.”  

  Originally, after the Rebellion, “A unanimous resolution was passed on the spot that the farmhouse 

should be preserved as a museum.  All were agreed that no animal must ever live there.”  But as time 

passes, elite Communists and their fellow-travellers appear more and more like elite super-Capitalists: 

living above the masses; wealthy, luxury-loving.  When one looks at the lifestyles of the ANC elite – 

men and women who once spent time in prison for their deeds, or in bush camps directing their terrorist 

operations – one now sees them living in luxury homes in the best suburbs, driving brand-new luxury 

vehicles, flying everywhere first-class at great expense to the taxpayer, dressed in the very best designer 

clothes, and with massive salaries.  They spout Communist jargon, prattle on about “equality” and 

“democracy” and “eradicating poverty”, but the years pass and only they benefit, and benefit enormously.  

With their mouths they utter all the usual Communist buzz words, but they live like super-Capitalists.  

 

  “Again the animals seemed to remember that a resolution against this had been passed in the early 

days, and again Squealer was able to convince them that this was not the case.  It was absolutely 

necessary, he said, that the pigs, who were the brains of the farm, should have a quiet place to work in.  

It was also more suited to the dignity of the Leader (for of late he had taken to speaking of Napoleon 

under the title of ‘Leader’) to live in a house than in a mere sty.”  

  Remember the statement by an ANC leader that he did not join the revolution to be poor.  They 

certainly did not, and they lost no time in appropriating for themselves the wealth of the State.   And 

every greedy acquisition, every luxury toy, can be justified and explained away to the masses.  President 

Mandela and President Mbeki lived very well indeed, even while they constantly said they were going to 

improve the lives of the masses significantly.  But South Africa’s third ANC president, Jacob Zuma, 

outdid his predecessors, with a massive homestead built to accommodate him, his wives and his family.  

Of all the things that Zuma did to antagonise the people of South Africa, this issue of his huge, sprawling 

homestead was the one thing that angered them most.  To see this complex appear in a rural, poverty-

stricken area, surrounded by people living in humble mud huts, disgusted millions of citizens.  But it was 

all justified and explained away by presidential spokesmen and party yes-men – the “Squealers” of the 

ANC.  They even went so far as to say that the swimming pool was really there as a fire pool in the event 

of needing water for dousing a fire, among other excuses for every fixture!12 

  As for “speaking of Napoleon under the name of ‘Leader’”, the same thing occurred in South Africa.  

Nelson Mandela is fondly referred to by the masses as “Madiba”; but he was also known as “Father of 

the Nation” and by various other names and titles, as well as being one of an international group calling 

themselves “the Elders”, which certainly invested him with a halo of great sanctity and wisdom and was 

designed to command reverence from the people.  And although a president is simply meant to be a 

common man elected by the people, really no different from them, South Africa’s president is often 

referred to in such glowing terms as “His Excellency the President...” etc.  Is a president a monarch?  No.  

He is nothing more than an elected official.  How does being elected make one deserving of such a grand 

title as “Your Excellency”?  Why should a man no different by birth or upbringing from any other be 

addressed as “Excellency”?  In many Communist countries, high-sounding titles were conferred on the 

leaders; and South Africa lost no time in going the same way. 

 

  “Nevertheless, some of the animals were disturbed when they heard that the pigs... slept in the beds..... 

Clover, who thought she remembered a definite ruling against beds, went to the end of the barn and tried 

to puzzle out the Seven Commandments which were inscribed there.  Finding herself unable to read more 

than individual letters, she fetched Muriel.... With some difficulty Muriel spelt it out.  ‘It says, “No 

animal shall sleep in a bed with sheets,”’, she announced finally.  Curiously enough, Clover had not 

remembered that the Fourth Commandment mentioned sheets; but as it was there on the wall, it must 

have done so.”  

  Here we see the clever and subtle alteration of things so as to further benefit the leadership of the ANC.  
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Even the original principles of the revolution itself are, eventually, quietly altered, or re-interpreted to 

mean something very different from their original meaning.  Sometimes, indeed, it is proposed to actually 

change the constitution – that supposedly infallible, supreme document.  And thus does “No animal shall 

sleep in a bed” become, subtly, “No animal shall sleep in a bed with sheets”.  This is the more blatant 

attempt at re-writing the constitution.  But more often than not, there is simply a quiet, behind-the-scenes 

attempt to convince the masses that the positions they once stood for are no longer valid.   

 

  “‘You have heard, then, comrades,’ [Squealer] said, ‘that we pigs now sleep in the beds of the 

farmhouse?  And why not?  You did not suppose, surely, that there was ever a ruling against beds?.... The 

rule was against sheets, which are a human invention.... You would not rob us of our repose, would you, 

comrades?  You would not have us too tired to carry out our duties?  Surely none of you wishes to see 

Jones back?’  The animals reassured him in this point immediately, and no more was said about the pigs 

sleeping in the farmhouse beds.”  

  The ANC constantly moves the goalposts to suit itself.  And always, always, always, there is the refrain 

– “remember the bad days of apartheid”.  Almost everything can be justified by a reference to those days, 

and how things are so much better now – even if the ruling elite are living in the lap of luxury and the 

masses are still in poverty.  And gradually, as time passes and the never-ceasing propaganda continues so 

as to thoroughly indoctrinate, no one really remembers the days of apartheid, nor that it was not, in fact, 

anywhere near as bad as it is now made out to be.  Indeed, millions were actually better off.  The poverty 

is worse now, the joblessness, the despair for millions. 

 

  “In these days Napoleon rarely appeared in public, but spent all his time in the farmhouse, which was 

guarded at each door by fierce-looking dogs.  When he did emerge, it was in a ceremonial manner, with 

an escort of six dogs who closely surrounded him and growled if anyone came too near.”  

  As things deteriorate in South Africa the leaders will isolate themselves more and more from their 

people, and continue to live well, though increasingly divorced from reality, surrounded by their thug-

bodyguards.  This is very noticeable in Mugabe’s Zimbabwe, and it is increasingly the reality in South 

Africa.  President Jacob Zuma’s motorcade once hauled off a young man for interrogation and 

harassment because he supposedly made a rude sign at the motorcade as it sped by.  And there are 

frequent reports of arrogant officials and bodyguards pushing other cars off the road as they speed by, 

even shooting at them, causing serious accidents.  How far removed all this is from those days when 

politicians had hardly any (or no) bodyguards.  How far removed from the days when Rhodesian prime 

minister, Ian Smith, would even cycle to work, quietly and unnoticed! 

 

  “For the first time since the expulsion of Jones, there was something resembling a rebellion.... 

Napoleon acted swiftly and ruthlessly.”   

  As the country implodes more and more, and people become increasingly aware of the huge salaries of 

the politicians, the low wages paid to civil servants, the yawning gap between the super-rich ANC elite 

and the masses of poor and destitute, the laziness and greed of ANC politicians, the nepotism, ongoing 

corruption and theft of State resources, the jobs for pals, and the general arrogance of those elected into 

power,  rumblings of discontent begin to be heard, and even to spill over into violent protests, clashes 

with police, etc.  South Africa has experienced these.  But although the government starts by handling the 

protesters with kid gloves, in time it starts to quickly and ruthlessly quash any rebellion.  Of course, this 

is good in that rebellion must be quashed or society breaks down; but it leads in time to the quashing of 

any and all dissent, even when it is peaceful. 

 

  “[Snowball] was rumoured to be hiding on one of the neighbouring farms....Suddenly, early in the 

spring, an alarming thing was discovered.  Snowball was secretly frequenting the farm by night!  The 

animals were so disturbed that they could hardly sleep in their stalls.  Every night, it was said, he came 

creeping in under cover of darkness and performed all kinds of mischief....  Whenever anything went 
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wrong it became usual to attribute it to Snowball.”  

  Old “comrades” of the “struggle” (as they love to call their bloodthirsty revolution), who either no 

longer toe the party line exactly, or who belong to any defeated faction within the party, or who leave and 

form their own parties, are accused of being “counter-revolutionaries”, mischief-makers, etc., and many 

of the country’s woes are blamed on them (those not blamed on “the legacy of apartheid”, that is).  This 

causes paranoia and fear to set in.  South Africans see this almost every day in the news: accusations and 

counter-accusations, rumours, plots – it never ends.  This was the twilight world of intrigue, suspicion 

and fear in which these men and women spent much of their lives during the years of the terrorist 

revolution, and this is how Marxists everywhere continue to retain power: by stirring up the people to see 

enemies everywhere, even in those who once were allies in the revolution but who have now fallen out of 

favour.  In this way the leadership deflects attention away from its own very glaring failures and 

incompetence, keeping the masses in a state of tension over the perceived “enemies of the revolution” so 

that they never notice that the country’s real enemies are those in government. 

 

  “We had thought that Snowball’s rebellion was caused simply by his vanity and ambition.  But we were 

wrong, comrades.  Do you know what the real reason was?  Snowball was in league with Jones from the 

very start!  He was Jones’ secret agent all the time.  It has all been proved by documents which he left 

behind him and which we have only just discovered.” – speech by Squealer to the farm animals. 

  The re-writing of history!  A favourite Marxist tactic.  “Evidence” is manufactured, lies are told.  In 

South Africa, those who fall out of favour with the ruling elite are accused of being “apartheid 

sympathisers”, or working with “right-wing elements” to destabilise the country, and so on. 

 

  “‘That is the true spirit, comrade!’ cried Squealer, but it was noticed he cast a very ugly look at Boxer 

with his little twinkling eyes.  He turned to go, then paused and added impressively, ‘I warn every animal 

on this farm to keep his eyes very wide open.  For we have reason to think that some of Snowball’s secret 

agents are lurking among us at this moment!’”  

  The Reds deliberately create fear and paranoia, encouraging everyone to spy on everyone else.  There 

are frequent dark references to such sinister elements as a “third force”, “reactionaries”, “counter-

revolutionaries”.  This has become part of the language of the ANC rulers.  They spoke like this when 

they were conducting the revolution; they lived in this atmosphere of fear, uncertainty, distrust of 

everyone; and when they came to power they could not shake it off.  Plus, it helps their cause so much to 

keep it up, for it gives them the excuse they need to rid themselves of those within their own ranks who 

pose any kind of threat to them.  These words of Squealer’s were said as a cryptic hint, paving the way 

(so it was hoped) for removing Boxer the horse. 

 

  “Immediately the dogs bounced forward, seized four of the pigs by the ear and dragged them, squealing 

with pain and terror, to Napoleon’s feet.... Napoleon now called upon them to confess their crimes.... 

Without any further prompting they confessed.... When they had finished their confession, the dogs 

promptly tore their throats out, and in a terrible voice Napoleon demanded whether any other animal 

had anything to confess.... And so the tale of confessions and executions went on, until there was a pile of 

corpses lying before Napoleon’s feet and the air was heavy with the smell of blood, which had been 

unknown there since the expulsion of Jones.”   

  Will South Africa eventually have an all-powerful despot, who kills his opponents, real and imaginary, 

just like Robert Mugabe did in Zimbabwe? 

 

  “As Clover looked down the hillside her eyes filled with tears.  If she could have spoken her thoughts, it 

would have been to say that this was not what they had aimed at when they had set themselves years ago 

to work for the overthrow of the human race.  These scenes of terror and slaughter were not what they 

had looked forward to on that night when old Major first stirred them to rebellion.  If she herself had had 

any picture of the future, it had been of a society of animals set free...all equal.... Instead – she did not 
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know why – they had come to a time when no one dared speak his mind, when fierce, growling dogs 

roamed everywhere, and when you had to watch your comrades torn to pieces after confessing to 

shocking crimes.... it was not for this that she and all the other animals had hoped and toiled.”  

  The “rainbow dream” fades, giving way to the nightmare reality.  It has already begun to fade!  

Zimbabwe went this way; will South Africa?  The signs are ominous indeed. 

 

  “There was no thought of rebellion or disobedience in [Clover’s] mind.  She knew that, even as things 

were, they were far better off than they had been in the days of Jones, and that before all else it was 

needful to prevent the return of the human beings.  Whatever happened she would remain faithful, work 

hard, carry out the orders that were given to her, and accept the leadership of Napoleon.” 

  This is the seemingly incomprehensible thing to so many: that no matter how bad things get in South 

Africa, no matter how corrupt the rulers are, no matter how obvious this is to the entire country, no 

matter how much money is stolen, no matter how far infrastructure collapses or poverty deepens, the 

masses continue to trust their rulers, give them their undivided loyalty, and vote them back to power in 

election after election.  But really it is not so incomprehensible after all.  Over the years they have been 

transformed into indoctrinated sheep, who can barely remember the period of “apartheid” (and the young 

know nothing of it at all) but who remain brainwashed into believing that South Africa under the ANC is 

far better than it ever was before.  Their rulers treat the country as their own personal fiefdom, living high 

on the hog while the majority go to bed hungry – and yet election after election rolls around, and the 

ANC sweeps the board. 

 

  “There were times when it seemed to the animals that they worked longer hours and fed no better than 

they had done in Jones’ day.  On Sunday mornings Squealer... would read out to them lists of figures 

proving that the production of every class of foodstuff had increased by two hundred per cent, three 

hundred per cent, or five hundred per cent, as the case might be.  The animals saw no reason to 

disbelieve him, especially as they could no longer remember very clearly what conditions had been like 

before the Rebellion.  All the same, there were days when they felt that they would sooner have had less 

figures and more food.”  

  Constant government figures (doctored) “proving” that things are great and improving – but on the 

ground it is a very different picture.  Yet the indoctrination is so complete that people no longer know the 

truth about the past.  Everyone talks of “the dark days of apartheid”, but none can see that the present 

days of “democracy” (in truth: Marxism) are no better; in fact they are much worse.  Talking heads on 

TV constantly assure the nation that things are much better than they were before, and they trot out the 

figures to “prove” it; but beggars increase a hundredfold on the streets, more people go to bed hungry 

than ever before, almost half the youth are unemployed, education is in chaos but the nation is told it is 

improving every year, desperation is written across the faces of millions. 

 

  “Napoleon himself was not seen in public as often as once in a fortnight.  When he did appear, he was 

attended not only by his retinue of dogs but by a black cockerel who marched in front of him and acted as 

a kind of trumpeter, letting out a loud ‘cock-a-doodle-doo’ before Napoleon spoke.”  

  Sycophants and praise-singers!  This very scene plays out at every ANC rally, as the president and other 

high-ranking officials are surrounded by their bodyguards, and a traditional praise-singer goes before 

them, yelling and gesticulating and shouting out the “worthy” deeds of the leader.   

  And increasingly, as in other Communist countries, the ruling elite become ever more remote from the 

common people, only appearing at very special functions, for the most part unseen and mysterious. 

 

  “It was also announced that the gun would be fired every year on Napoleon’s birthday, as well as on 

the other two anniversaries.  Napoleon was now never spoken of simply as ‘Napoleon.’  He was always 

referred to in formal style as ‘our Leader, Comrade Napoleon,’ and the pigs liked to invent for him such 

titles as Father of All Animals, Terror of Mankind, Protector of the Sheep-fold, Ducklings’ Friend, and 
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the like.  In his speeches, Squealer would talk with the tears rolling down his cheeks of Napoleon’s 

wisdom, the goodness of his heart, and the deep love he bore to all animals everywhere.... It had become 

usual to give Napoleon the credit for every successful achievement and every stroke of good fortune.... 

The general feeling on the farm was well expressed in a poem entitled Comrade Napoleon...”  

  The personality cult of Nelson Mandela is deliberately encouraged and fed by the ANC, for it serves 

their purposes well.  Mandela is idolised, even deified, by a media bent on indoctrinating the public in 

accordance with the ANC’s wishes.  He is lavished with all kinds of special names and titles, such as 

Father of the Nation, Friend of Children, and more; people speak of him with in tears in their eyes, 

praising him to the heavens; the false “churches” speak of his kindness, gentleness, good heart, love, etc.; 

attributing everything good to him (the Soccer World Cup, the Rugby World Cup, the success of the 

transition, etc., etc.).  Songs and poems are written about him, even blasphemous ones.  He is frequently 

compared with the Lord Jesus Christ,13 and in the hearts and minds of millions he has become a messiah, 

even a demigod.  And when he died in 2013, there was a tidal wave of emotion and blubbering 

idolisation that was nauseating to behold.  Truly, the modern world had never seen anything like it.14  

How perfectly Orwell’s description of the virtual deification of Napoleon fits what happened with Nelson 

Mandela!  It fits so perfectly that only the wilfully blind will refuse to see it. 

 

  “Napoleon approved of this poem and caused it to be inscribed on the wall of the big barn, at the 

opposite end from the Seven Commandments.  It was surmounted by a portrait of Napoleon...”  

  And likewise, despite constant references in the media to his supposed “humility”, Nelson Mandela 

simply basked in all the adulation heaped upon him.  He never spoke strongly against it, never 

discouraged it, always revelled in it.  He could have spoken up, loudly and clearly, and ordered his 

fawning worshippers to cease and desist – but he did not.  Nor did he speak against the gigantic portraits 

of himself which appeared everywhere, eerily reminiscent of the Soviet Union’s Communist leaders and 

in fact – thanks to modern technology – far outdoing those hideous examples of hero-worship and human 

deification.  Truly, the much-vaunted “Mandela humility” was nothing but a media-created smokescreen 

to hide the real Mandela, the “Napoleon” of South Africa, an African “Big Man” in no way really 

different from such other African “Big Men” as the megalomaniacal Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe, or so 

many others who have risen to disgrace the African political landscape since the demise of Colonialism. 

 

  “...the animals were alarmed to hear that three hens had come forward and confessed that, inspired by 

Snowball, they had entered into a plot to murder Napoleon.  They were executed immediately, and fresh 

precautions for Napoleon’s safety were taken.  Four dogs guarded his bed at night, one at each corner.”  

  Although the death penalty was abolished when the ANC came to power, and so in this aspect the 

revolution in South Africa has not followed Orwell’s script to the letter, those who oppose the ANC elite 

are nevertheless dealt with, in various ways.  As for the protection of the leaders, they have many 

bodyguards each; and there are frequently rumours of plots and conspiracies against the leaders.   

 

 “Napoleon himself... came down to inspect the completed work [of the windmill]; he personally 

congratulated the animals on their achievement, and announced that the mill would be named Napoleon 

Mill.”  

  South Africa has had innumerable examples of this aspect of Red revolutions everywhere: the naming 

of things after ANC heroes.  In Port Elizabeth the Nelson Mandela Metro is a glaring example; 

Johannesburg International Airport was renamed O.R. Tambo International, after the ANC’s former 

leader-in-exile; the Moses Mabhida Stadium in Durban was named after a prominent ANC terrorist; etc., 

etc.  Humility is decidedly lacking in these men, so vain, so arrogant, so self-confident are they that they 

are the great ones of the earth, deserving of all recognition and all praise. 

 

  “...the pigs came upon a case of whiskey in the cellars of the farmhouse.  It had been overlooked at the 

time when the house was first occupied.  That night there came from the farmhouse the sound of loud 
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singing.... At about half-past nine Napoleon, wearing an old bowler hat of Mr. Jones’s, was distinctly 

seen to emerge from the back door, gallop rapidly round the yard, and disappear indoors again.”  

  The ANC leaders never lose an opportunity to tell the country how evil the previous white government 

was; how the whites lived in luxury while the black masses wallowed in poverty; etc.  And yet, these 

same ANC leaders, when they came to power, started living a super-rich life for themselves with little or 

no regard for the masses who had put them in power; enjoying all the fruits of “the good life” (as it is 

called), which had once made South Africa the leading nation on the continent, with the highest standard 

of living by far of any nation in Africa, and one of the best in the world (thanks to white expertise and 

skill).  They rapidly – and seemingly from nowhere – acquired vast hoardings, luxury houses and cars, 

the best of everything.  Mandela owned a few homes and they were not modest, and when he died he had 

millions of Rand to his name; Mbeki lived in a luxury house in one of the best suburbs in the country; 

Zuma had a multi-million Rand homestead built for him, packed with all kinds of luxuries; even Julius 

Malema, the one-time ANC Youth League leader, acquired a farm and a luxury home.  For these leaders 

and countless others, both high- and low-ranking, life became very sweet after the ANC took over the 

country.   

 

  “...it was learned that [Napoleon] had instructed Whymper to purchase in Willingdon some booklets on 

brewing and distilling.  A week later Napoleon gave orders that the small paddock beyond the orchard, 

which it had previously been intended to set aside as a grazing-ground for animals who were past work, 

was to be ploughed up.... it soon became known that Napoleon intended to sow it with barley.”  

  Here we see the leaders living the high life at the expense of the poor working class, taking away even 

the little that was promised them.  When Robert Mugabe ordered the horrific, violent land invasions of 

white-owned farms in Zimbabwe, it was under the pretense of “returning these farms to their rightful 

owners”, meaning to blacks (even though this in itself was a lie).  And yet in truth, the primary 

beneficiaries of these land grabs were the ruling Marxist elite, as Mugabe dished out the expropriated 

farms to his cronies in government – and to his wife.  Some of them acquired not just one farm, but two 

or even more.  And so the poverty deepened, the suffering of the masses increased. 

  Will South Africa follow suit?  It already is following the same pattern.  Thus far, not by employing 

illegal land grabs as in Zimbabwe, but by legalising the process first, and then acquiring farms from 

white farmers for less than they are worth; as well as by the diabolically high murder rate of white 

farmers, filling the rest with fear for their safety and causing many of them simply to give up and leave 

their farms.  The number of skilled white farmers in the country has dropped by tens of thousands since 

the ANC came to power, and many of the farms placed in the hands of blacks very soon collapsed, as the 

new owners had neither the expertise, the money, nor frequently even the interest in farming to make a 

success of the enterprises.15  Food prices inevitably go up, the poor get poorer, and the super-rich 

politicians get richer. 

 

  “Meanwhile life was hard.  The winter was as cold as the last one had been, and food was even shorter.  

Once again all rations were reduced, except those of the pigs and the dogs.”  

  As the wheels start to loosen and to come off, and the country’s economic condition worsens, “the 

people” are expected, and constantly urged, to tighten their belts – but never the fat-cat government 

ministers and their bully-boys.  They continue to live well.  Not for them the hardships endured by 

millions of the country’s citizens. 

 

  “In any case [Squealer] had no difficulty in proving to the other animals that they were not in reality 

short of food, whatever the appearances might be.  For the time being, certainly, it had been found 

necessary to make a readjustment of rations (Squealer always spoke of it as a ‘readjustment,’ never as a 

‘reduction’), but in comparison with the days of Jones, the improvement was enormous.  Reading out the 

figures in a shrill, rapid voice, he proved to them in detail that they had more oats, more hay, more 

turnips than they had had in Jones’s day, that they worked shorter hours, that their drinking water was of 
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better quality, that they lived longer, that a larger proportion of their young ones survived infancy, and 

that they had more straw in their stalls and suffered less from fleas.  The animals believed every word of 

it.  Truth to tell, Jones and all he stood for had almost faded out of their memories.  They knew that life 

nowadays was harsh and bare, that they were often hungry and often cold, and that they were usually 

working when they were not asleep.  But doubtless it had been worse in the old days.  Besides, in those 

days they had been slaves and now they were free, and that made all the difference, as Squealer did not 

fail to point out.”  

  Firstly, we see the Communist tactic of doctored statistics: in South Africa clever government spin 

doctors convince the people that crime is not as bad as they think, and that the government is “winning 

the war on crime”; that food prices, though high, are not as bad as they look, or at least not as bad as in 

other countries; that despite the constantly weakening currency, it really is not all that bad; that the 

shedding of multiplied millions of jobs is always someone else’s fault, and besides it must be set over 

against the supposedly millions of jobs government has created; that the ever-more-frequent power 

outages are a “legacy of apartheid” and of other factors, but that even so it must be remembered that 

more people than ever now have access to electricity; etc.  Statistics are magically produced (by various 

state departments) to “prove” that there has been a marked improvement in the quality of life for South 

Africans since the ANC came to power.  ANC leaders appear on television and tell the populace that 

thanks to the ANC and no one else, more people have houses and jobs than ever before, more people 

have access to clean water and electricity, houses have been built for the poor and continue to be built 

(they never mention how substandard these houses are), medical facilities are vastly improved, etc.   

  Secondly, in South Africa one constantly hears the same kind of Communist talk: “readjustments” 

instead of reductions; “redistribution” instead of what it really is – theft; “transformation” instead of what 

it really is – a wholesale removal of the old ways and a replacing of them with new, radical, dangerous 

ways which favour the ruling elite; and so on. 

  Thirdly, the constant refrain that “life was worse under apartheid”.  The tactic being followed is: tell a 

lie, tell it often enough, and the people will believe it.  And as the years and then the decades go by, 

people forget what it was really like under “apartheid” and only remember what they have been told.  It is 

massive indoctrination, plain and simple; the revision of history.  The young never knew what life under 

“apartheid” was like, and the older ones have heard the lie so often that they no longer have clear 

memories of what it was like.  The real wrongs of the “apartheid era” are hugely exaggerated, and a 

whole host of invented “wrongs” are added as well, until the masses no longer remember that in truth, 

life for many of them was actually better than it is now, despite not having the vote, not being allowed to 

live anywhere, etc.  At least they had food, jobs and security.  Now they do not have these things, or if 

they do, they have less than before – but now at least they think they are “free” (this is, after all, the lie 

that has been drummed into them so often that they have come to believe it), even though life is actually 

much harder, in all kinds of ways.  They are not truly free; they are in fact more in bondage than ever 

they were before.  They have become nothing but pawns in a giant revolution, people who exist simply to 

better the lives of the ruling elite. 

 

  “About this time, too, it was laid down as a rule that when a pig and any other animal met on the path, 

the other animal must stand aside”.  

  The ANC leaders, who all along claimed to be the servants of the people, once in power began to strut 

about like little bantam cocks, like tinpot dictators, acting haughtily as if they were above other citizens 

of the country.  They drive by in large motorcades with flashing lights, and other cars on the road are 

expected to immediately move over; and often, when they fail to do so quickly enough, they are harassed, 

even physically abused, by the bodyguards of whichever politician is going by: their bodyguards have 

been known to rough up anyone who gets too close, and at times they have even shot at a motorist who 

does something to annoy them.  These politicians feel that they have what amounts to a divine right to 

throw their weight around; that the people of the country must treat them with respect and deference and 

fawning gratitude, and that they are somehow more important human beings than anyone else.   
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  When Ian Smith was prime minister of Rhodesia, he would often go to work on his bicycle; but his 

Marxist successor, Robert Mugabe, goes everywhere surrounded by many bodyguards and in a large 

motorcade, he is so fearful of being assassinated.  Likewise, in the ANC’s South Africa, even local 

mayors require bodyguards, drive flashy cars, travel in convoys, etc.   

 

  “The farm had had a fairly successful year, but was still short of money.... Then there were lamp oil and 

candles [to be purchased] for the house, sugar for Napoleon’s own table (he forbade this to the other 

pigs, on the ground that it made them fat), and all the usual replacements.... Rations, reduced in 

December, were reduced again in February, and lanterns in the stalls were forbidden to save oil.  But the 

pigs seemed comfortable enough, and in fact were putting on weight if anything.... it was announced that 

from now onwards all barley would be reserved for the pigs.”  

  Food shortages, electricity failures: such things become a fact of life in Marxist countries.  In Zimbabwe 

it is chronic, and in South Africa it has started, as white farmers are driven off their land by the high 

murder rate and by pressure from the government in various ways, so that their farms can be 

“redistributed” to unskilled black farmers and the farms collapse within a few years; as the power utility 

Eskom staggers under the weight of ageing infrastructure and the addition of millions of people to the 

power grid, resulting in frequent and prolonged blackouts which the ruling party did not plan for with any 

long-term strategy when it began adding millions to the grid.  But the ANC elite are comfortable no 

matter what, and getting wealthier ever year. 

  In 2012 the South African deputy president, Kgalema Motlanthe, said at an ANC celebration: “The 

leaders will now enjoy the champagne, and of course, they do so on your behalf through their lips.”16  

That sentence sums up the ANC leaders’ attitude to “the people” they claim to love and care for!   

 

  “But if there were hardships to be borne, they were partly offset by the fact that life nowadays had a 

greater dignity than it had had before.  There were more songs, more speeches, more processions.  

Napoleon had commanded that once a week there should be held something called a Spontaneous 

Demonstration, the object of which was to celebrate the struggles and triumphs of Animal Farm....Boxer 

and Clover always carried between them a green banner marked with the hoof and the horn and the 

caption, ‘Long Live Comrade Napoleon!’  Afterwards there were recitations of poems composed in 

Napoleon’s honour, and a speech by Squealer giving particulars of the latest increases in the production 

of foodstuffs.... The sheep were the greatest devotees of the Spontaneous Demonstration, and if anyone 

complained (as a few animals sometimes did, when no pigs or dogs were near) that they wasted time and 

meant a lot of standing about in the cold, the sheep were sure to silence him with a tremendous bleating 

of ‘Four legs good, two legs bad!’  But by and large the animals enjoyed these celebrations.  They found 

it comforting to be reminded that, after all, they were truly their own masters and that the work they did 

was for their own benefit.  So that, what with the songs, the processions, Squealer’s lists of figures... they 

were able to forget that their bellies were empty, at least part of the time.”  

  As the wheels come off and things worsen, the ANC keeps the masses distracted from reality with 

endless songs, speeches, and entertainment.  And it works!  For the most part, the masses are still 

convinced that they are better off than before.  And in truth there is nothing spontaneous about what is 

happening: everything is planned, down to the nth degree.  The Mandela cult just grows and grows, with 

an International Mandela Day, on which he is honoured by South Africans and by the whole leftist world; 

poems are written about him; praise is heaped upon him; and the supposed vast successes of the ANC’s 

South Africa are constantly paraded, even though they are illusory for the most part. 

  Through it all, the people are led to believe that life is better than it was under apartheid, for they are 

their own masters.  So distracted are they by non-stop entertainment – TV, movies, sport, gambling, etc. 

– that they never realise they are in fact merely slaves to their new masters.  They are not free, and year 

by year their standard of living deteriorates a little more.  But years of indoctrination have convinced 

them that even if they are hungry and jobless, they are better off as hungry, jobless servants of the ANC 

than they ever were under the previous white government.  Better to be poor and hungry but ruled by 
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blacks like themselves, than not so poor and not so hungry but governed by whites.   

  And always, whenever a few disgruntled followers and supporters raise their voices and protest that 

things are not as great as they are made out to be, the ANC’s sheep-followers break into songs and 

dances at every rally, and this kind of exuberant crowd behaviour generally silences any rumblings of 

discontent, any questionings of how things are being done.  And the songs sung at these rallies, even 

decades after the ANC came to power, are so often revolutionary songs about fighting and killing whites.   

 

  “In April, Animal Farm was proclaimed a Republic, and it became necessary to elect a President.  

There was only one candidate, Napoleon, who was elected unanimously.”  

  Marxists often call their countries “republics”, and South Africa is still called the Republic of South 

Africa, even though a Marxist state is not a true republic at all.  Thus is the illusion kept up.  And 

although South Africa has not, as yet, reached the stage where there is only one candidate in an election, 

this could so easily become the reality down the line.  And even if it does not, the fact remains that the 

ANC can rig the vote in elections and did so on a massive scale with the first one in 1994, so that for all 

practical purposes it emerges with such an overwhelming majority that South Africa is, de facto, a one-

party state, even though other parties are permitted and do win some of the votes.  This is the way in 

which Marxists now govern.  It looks better to the ignorant.  It gives the illusion of democracy.   It is a 

lie. 

 

  “In the middle of the summer Moses the raven suddenly reappeared on the farm....  He... talked in the 

same strain as ever about Sugarcandy Mountain.... Many of the animals believed him.... A thing that was 

difficult to determine was the attitude of the pigs towards Moses.  They all declared contemptuously that 

his stories about Sugarcandy Mountain were lies, and yet they allowed him to remain on the farm, not 

working, with an allowance...”  

  As we saw, at an earlier point Moses represented certain ministers who preached before the revolution; 

but now, he represents certain ministers who continue to preach, and who were and are tolerated by the 

ANC, because it serves their purpose to do so.  In Russia before the Communist revolution, the Russian 

Orthodox “Church” (not a true church at all) was allied to the State; and the Reds spoke strongly against 

religion, calling it “the opium of the masses”.  But after the revolution Russian Orthodoxy was brought 

under the control of the Soviet KGB, many of its priests being high-ranking KGB officers.  And in this 

way the Communist Party harnessed religion to its own ends.  And the very same thing happened in 

South Africa: the ANC and its fellow-travellers spoke strongly against what they termed “right-wing 

religion”, meaning churches that were allied to the previous government, as well as churches which were 

separate from State alliance but which proclaimed only a spiritual message.  Pastors were attacked and 

murdered, church buildings were bombed, and many people died.  But after the ANC came to power, it 

assured the country that it favoured religious freedom.  Multitudes were deceived by this.  The truth, 

however, is that the only religious institutions it tolerates are those which can be made subservient to the 

party and its interests.   South Africa’s leaders are content to let religious leaders continue to preach, as 

long as they either preach “liberation theology”, the ANC’s own “gospel” of Communism in the guise of 

“democracy”, a religion of good works, of “social justice”, etc.; or a watered-down, weak, insipid 

spiritual message that just keeps the masses happy and singing.  This fools people into believing that the 

ANC are not Marxists, because “they allow religious freedom”. 

  In practice this means that the ANC has a very cosy relationship with the liberal, leftist, pro-ANC, pro-

Marxist South African Council of Churches and the South African Catholic Bishops’ Conference, both of 

which gave huge support, in all kinds of ways, to the ANC when it was conducting its terrorist 

revolution.17  But it has made it clear that it does not tolerate the preaching of the true Gospel, and 

through government commissions, etc., it has sought to interfere in the practices of such churches, and to 

restrict what they preach! 

  Yes, Moses the raven is welcome in the ANC’s South Africa, but the doves who are true Christians are 

not. 
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  “On the day appointed for the banquet, a grocer’s van drove up from Willingdon and delivered a large 

wooden crate at the farmhouse [where the pigs lived].  That night there was the sound of uproarious 

singing, which was followed by what sounded like a violent quarrel and ended at about eleven o’clock 

with a tremendous crash of glass.  No one stirred in the farmhouse before noon on the following day, and 

the word went round that from somewhere or other the pigs had acquired the money to buy themselves 

another case of whiskey.”  

  The ANC elite live the high life, throwing incredibly expensive parties where the food and drink flow 

freely.  Some even took to eating sushi off the bikini-clad bodies of young women at lavish parties!  The 

amounts of money spent at such parties are enormous, and it gets worse year by year.  In the Northwest 

province, the premier in 2013 was found to have spent over R50 000 in just ten weeks at fast food outlets, 

“for her family”, using her government food allowance.  As for alcohol, the elite drink it in large 

amounts, and only the most expensive.  The joke that goes around is that there are only two white men 

black ANC politicians like and admire: Colonel Sanders and Johnnie Walker. 

 

 “Years passed.  The seasons came and went, the short animal lives fled by.  A time came when there was 

no one who remembered the old days before the Rebellion, except Clover, Benjamin, Moses the raven, 

and a number of the pigs....  Many animals had been born to whom the Rebellion was only a tradition, 

passed on by word of mouth.... The farm possessed three horses now besides Clover.  They were fine 

upstanding beasts, willing workers and good comrades, but very stupid.  None of them proved able to 

learn the alphabet beyond the letter B.  They accepted everything that they were told about the Rebellion 

and the principles of Animalism... but it was doubtful whether they understood very much of it.”  

  The next generation – dumbed down by the ANC’s shockingly useless but very politically-correct 

educational system, the result of pathetic social engineering, the fanatical desire to get rid of everything 

from the “apartheid past” – blindly accept whatever their leaders tell them about the revolution.  To them, 

everything about the time when the whites governed the country was bad; everything from 1994 onwards 

is good.  Even young whites ignorantly condemn everything about the “apartheid past” of their parents 

and grandparents, the very ones who built South Africa into the mighty, safe and prosperous country it 

once was.  They are guilt-ridden about their own history, and along with their black peers they mouth the 

same tired and ignorant platitudes and Communistic catch-phrases.  To them, the ANC’s terrorist 

revolution was a noble “freedom struggle”, fought by “freedom fighters” of high principle and honour, 

because this is what they have been indoctrinated into believing via their pathetically inadequate but oh-

so-PC schooling.  And although they have no clue as to what Marxism is really all about or the horrors it 

has perpetrated on so much of the world from the early twentieth century onwards,18 they blindly accept 

their Marxist leaders’ version of history as being the absolute truth. 

 

  “Somehow it seemed as though the farm had grown richer without making the animals themselves any 

richer – except, of course, for the pigs and the dogs.  Perhaps this was partly because there were so many 

pigs and so many dogs.  It was not that these creatures [the pigs and dogs] did not work, after their 

fashion.  There was, as Squealer was never tired of explaining, endless work in the supervision and 

organisation of the farm.  Much of this work was of a kind that the other animals were too ignorant to 

understand.  For example, Squealer told them that the pigs had to expend enormous labours every day 

upon mysterious things called ‘files,’ ‘reports,’ ‘minutes,’ and ‘memoranda.’.... But still, neither pigs nor 

dogs produced any food by their own labour; and there were very many of them, and their appetites were 

always good.”  

  A huge, bloated bureaucracy exists in South Africa under the ANC’s mismanagement, stuffed with lazy, 

fat-cat cadres who nevertheless think they are the enlightened ones, superior to all others.  Very little 

work is ever done by these bureaucrats, of which there are so very many, except when it comes to lining 

their own pockets; in this they demonstrate a remarkable aptitude.  And so the state of “the people” 

worsens by the year, even while the country itself seems to be doing well. 
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  “As for the others, their life, so far as they knew, was as it had always been.  They were generally 

hungry, they slept on straw, they drank from the pool, they laboured in the fields; in winter they were 

troubled by the cold, and in summer by the flies.”  

  While the rich get richer, the poor get poorer.  Their quality of living degenerates year by year. 

 

  “And yet the animals never gave up hope.  More, they never lost, even for an instant, their sense of 

honour and privilege in being members of Animal Farm.... And when they heard the gun booming, and 

saw the green flag fluttering at the masthead, their hearts swelled with imperishable pride, and the talk 

turned always towards the old heroic days, the expulsion of Jones, the writing of the Seven 

Commandments, the great battles in which the human invaders had been defeated.”  

  As the years pass, the masses continue to harp on and on about the “struggle” (the revolution), about the 

“evils of apartheid”, about the great leaders who created a utopia for them.  With the passing of time the 

revolution and its victory in 1994 takes on mystic proportions, and is always spoken of with awe, pride 

and reverence.  

 

  “...the terrified neighing of a horse sounded from the yard.  Startled, the animals stopped in their tracks.  

It was Clover’s voice.  She neighed again, and all the animals broke into a gallop; and rushed into the 

yard. Then they saw what Clover had seen. 

  “It was a pig walking on his hind legs. 

  “Yes, it was Squealer.  A little awkwardly, as though not quite used to supporting his considerable bulk 

in that position, but with perfect balance, he was strolling across the yard.  And a moment later, out from 

the door of the farmhouse came a long file of pigs, all walking on their hind legs.... And finally there was 

a tremendous baying of dogs and a shrill crowing from the black cockerel, and out came Napoleon 

himself, majestically upright, casting haughty glances from side to side, and with his dogs gambolling 

round him.  He carried a whip in his trotter.”  

  At first, the Communists pretend to hate and despise everything about Capitalists and Capitalism; and 

then little by little they begin to display to all the fact that they actually love the Capitalist lifestyle, 

especially that of the amoral, super-Capitalistic rich.  And eventually, one can hardly tell them apart.  So 

it is in South Africa.  With each passing year, the ANC elite look more and more like the supposedly 

despised government of the past (except, of course, far worse).  The top leadership of the ANC has 

become super-wealthy, with fingers in all kinds of business deals; corrupt; greedy.  All over the world, 

Marxist leaders are immensely wealthy, including in Africa: Mugabe, Mandela, Zuma, and so many 

others have been extremely wealthy men, as have their many underlings.   

 

  “It was as though the world had turned upside-down.  Then there came a moment when the first shock 

had worn off, and when... they might have uttered some word of protest.  But just at that moment, as 

though at a signal, all the sheep burst out into a tremendous bleating of – ‘Four legs good, two legs 

better!  Four legs good, two legs better!  Four legs good, two legs better!’”   

  Originally the commandment had been “Four legs good, two legs bad” (Communism good, Capitalism 

bad; or, in the South African context, where class and race are so often intermingled by the Marxists, it 

was: blacks good, whites bad).  Now it had been changed to “Four legs good, two legs better” (which can 

be interpreted as: blacks and black Marxism good, but black Marxists adopting white, super-Capitalist 

ways better; as well as simply, all “comrades” good, but the elite “comrades” better).  What was loudly 

condemned by the ANC as “bad” (when it was practiced under “apartheid”) becomes “good” when 

practiced by the ANC itself.  Few seem to notice that in all kinds of ways, the ANC has come to resemble 

the government it so loudly criticised before it came to power – only a hundredfold worse.  And 

especially in the matter of those within the ANC leadership living the high life: they view themselves as 

the elite, above the masses (“the people”, as Reds so fondly refer to them).  The run-of-the-mill 

“comrades” who helped get them into power are good; but the elite “comrades” are far better.   
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  “Without saying anything, [Clover] tugged gently at [Benjamin’s] mane and led him round to the end of 

the big barn, where the Seven Commandments were written.... ‘My sight is failing,’ she said finally. ‘...it 

appears to me that that wall looks different.  Are the Seven Commandments the same as they used to be, 

Benjamin?’ ... [Benjamin] read out to her what was written on the wall.  There was nothing there now 

except a single commandment.  It ran:  

  “ALL ANIMALS ARE EQUAL BUT SOME ANIMALS ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS.”  

  And that is, and always has been, Communism in a nutshell!  It encapsulates what the leaders of any 

Communist revolution are really aiming for.  It has never been about equality for the masses, improving 

their lives by creating an equal society, the sharing of wealth, happiness for all.  It is, and always has 

been, about the enrichment of the leaders at the expense of the poor ignorant masses who toil and 

sacrifice to get their leaders into power, only to find to their cost – and too late – that the leaders are 

greater tyrants over them than the previous governments had ever been.  Communism has always been a 

cruel and tyrannical system: those supposedly more “advanced” lording it over those they consider the 

stupid masses.   

  Will South Africa eventually reach the stage where the ANC amends the constitution (terrible enough as 

it is, and has been from its inception) so that it bears little resemblance to what it once was, or even 

abolishes it altogether and replaces it with something far more to the liking of the Red elites who rule the 

farm?  It is entirely possible. 

  

  “After that it did not seem strange when next day the pigs who were supervising the work of the farm all 

carried whips in their trotters... It did not seem strange when Napoleon was seen strolling in the 

farmhouse garden with a pipe in his mouth – no, not even when the pigs took Mr. Jones’ clothes out of 

the wardrobe and put them on, Napoleon himself appearing in a black coat, ratcatcher breeches, and 

leather leggings, while his favourite sow appeared in the watered silk dress which Mrs. Jones had been 

used to wear on Sundays.”  

  Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe gives a clear picture of what happens: Communist leaders start off 

claiming to be all about “the people” and their needs; but rapidly they become tyrants, crueller by far than 

those they replaced ever were; so that the populace lives in terror of them, yet all the while still being told 

they are “free”.  Mugabe whipped his people into line with unbelievable cruelty, while living the life of a 

super-Capitalist, his wife jetting off to other countries on huge shopping sprees, and having all the other 

trappings of extreme luxury.  Looking at him, one cannot see any difference between him and any super-

Capitalist in the world.  And as the years go by one sees precisely the same thing with the ANC 

leadership: their oppressive nature comes to the fore more and more.  Not for them the traditional attire of 

their tribes (except on certain occasions, as in the case of Jacob Zuma); but the latest fashions from the 

most upmarket boutiques and fashion houses of Europe for their wives, the most expensive alcohol, the 

most lavish feasts, the top-of-the-range vehicles, and all the other trappings of  “white” Capitalism. 

 

  “That evening loud laughter and bursts of singing came from the farmhouse.  And suddenly, at the 

sound of the mingled voices, the animals were stricken with curiosity.  What could be happening in there, 

now that for the first time animals and human beings were meeting on terms of equality?  With one 

accord they began to creep as quietly as possible into the farmhouse garden.... They tiptoed up to the 

house, and such animals as were tall enough peered in at the dining-room window.  There, round the 

long table, sat half a dozen farmers and half a dozen of the more eminent pigs, Napoleon himself 

occupying the seat of honour at the head of the table.  The pigs appeared completely at ease in their 

chairs.  The company had been enjoying a game of cards, but had broken off for the moment, evidently in 

order to drink a toast.  A large jug was circulating, and the mugs were being refilled with beer.”  

  At the top, at the apex of power, Communists and super-Capitalists are all the same.  Red revolutions 

are not about improving the lot of “the people”, redistributing wealth, making everyone equal.  They are 

about power: that is all.  Power for the elite few at the top.  Communism is merely a means to bring 
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lowly men, men not otherwise likely to rise to positions of great power, into authority and into an 

equality with the high and mighty of the earth. 

 

  “...the mugs were emptied to the dregs.  But as the animals outside gazed at the scene [of farmers and 

pigs meeting on an equal footing in the farmhouse], it seemed to them that some strange thing was 

happening.  What was it that had altered in the faces of the pigs?...  No question, now, what had 

happened to the faces of the pigs.  The creatures outside [the farmhouse window] looked from pig to 

man, and from man to pig, and from pig to man again; but already it was impossible to say which was 

which.”  

  Having come to power on the backs of “the people”, after waging a terrorist campaign against the State, 

the new leaders were quick to transform themselves into the very people they once claimed to despise so 

much.  And so the Communist elite end up looking just like the super-Capitalists.  As we gaze from one 

ANC leader to another, one fat-cat, greedy, bloated politician with his fingers in various pies and his face 

in the trough, we can see no difference between them and the super-Capitalists.  The only difference 

between Orwell’s book at this point, and the reality in South Africa, is that the previous National Party 

leaders were nowhere near as bad as the ANC.  That government had its rotten eggs, to be sure, but 

overall it was not comprised of cruel tyrants, oppressive and greedy men who lauded it over their 

minions.  The present one is comprised of nothing else.  

  Also, in South Africa we can see this aspect of Orwell’s book reflected not just in the economic sense of 

the Communists coming to resemble the super-Capitalists, but also in the racial sense of the black 

Marxist leadership coming to resemble the previous white leadership: whereas under the National Party 

there was the policy of apartheid in which whites were favoured over blacks, so now under the ANC 

there is the policy of racist “affirmative action” and “black economic empowerment” policies which 

favour blacks over whites.  The colour of the leadership has changed from white to black, and the colour 

of those being favoured on the ground has changed from white to black.  At heart, then, the ANC leaders 

are just the same as the ones they love to condemn at every opportunity: they are just as racist, if not 

more so; they, being in power, favour their own, just as the previous government did; they discriminate 

on the basis of race just as the previous government did.  There is no difference: looking from one to the 

other, it is impossible to see any difference whatsoever.   

  Again, except for one thing: the ANC regime is far, far worse than the one that went before it.  
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